
VERTIGO

Film Study 1 – Ms. Jones



Film Details:

 Year: 1958

 Directed by: Alfred Hitchcock

 Starring: James Stewart

Kim Novak

 Awards: 2 Nominations

 Best Art Direction

 Best Sound

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNoVvNCY0Bk


Film Synopsis: 

Police detective John 'Scottie' Ferguson is asked by an old college friend, Gavin Elster, if he 

would have a look into his wife Madeleine's odd behavior. Lately, she's taken to believing 

that she is the reincarnation of a woman who died many years ago and Elster is concerned 

about her sanity. Scottie follows her and rescues her from an apparent suicide attempt 

when she jumps into San Francisco bay. He gets to know her and falls in love with her. They 

go to an old mission church and he is unable to stop her from climbing to the top of the 

steeple, owing to his vertigo, where she jumps to her death. A subsequent inquiry finds 

that she committed suicide but faults Scottie for not stopping her in the first place. 

Several months later, he meets Judy Barton, a woman who is the spitting image of 

Madeleine. He can't explain it, but she is identical to the woman who died. He tries to re-

make her into Madeleine's image by getting her to dye her hair and wear the same type of 

clothes. He soon begins to realize however that he has been duped and was a pawn in a 

complex piece of theater that was meant to end in tragedy.



Fun Facts: 

 Uncredited second-unit cameraman Irmin Roberts invented the famous "zoom out and 
track in" shot (now sometimes called "contra-zoom" or "trombone shot") to convey the 
sense of vertigo to the audience. The view down the mission stairwell cost $19,000 for 
just a couple of seconds of screen time.

 There is a 25 year age difference between James Stewart and Kim Novak, who were 49 
and 24 respectively when the film was shot in 1957.

 Poorly received by U.S. critics on its release, this film is now hailed as Alfred Hitchcock's 
masterpiece.

 San Juan Batista, the Spanish mission which features in key scenes in the movie doesn't 
actually have a bell tower - it was added with trick photography. The mission originally 
had a steeple but it was demolished following a fire.

 This film is often credited (blamed) for popularizing the misconception that vertigo means 
a fear of heights. For the record, the proper name for that condition is "Acrophobia," 
whereas vertigo is "a sensation of whirling and loss of balance, associated particularly 
with looking down from a great height" (Oxford Dictionary).

 Ranked #1 on the American Film Institute's list of the 10 greatest films in the genre 
"Mystery" in June 2008.

https://youtu.be/Amj6RiGiTOE


The 
making of 
VERTIGO
Film Study 1 – Ms. Jones

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDpzLA8qPSQ


Blocking a Scene

https://youtu.be/UgnNakO6JZw


Use of Color in Vertigo

https://youtu.be/scmHVYYZZ3w


Close-Up: Re-watching Classics

https://youtu.be/7VhoLT95DCY

